Inspiring, connecting and supporting groups to build a localised, sustainable and just future
Challenges... and opportunities
- Finding the right door
- Finding the resources
- Feeling the narrative
Challenges...and opportunities

- Social Media and communications
- Insurance
- Resources
- Duplication
How does this impact you, your group or area?
So How Will Transition Australia Work

Transition Australia is not about replicating or taking the actions of groups...

...it’s is about providing a central platform and resource hub that can enable local groups to thrive and connect.
Vision
Inspiring, connecting and supporting groups to build a localised, sustainable and just future

Communication
The first door
Growth and Inclusion
Sharing
Resource
Story Telling
What is needed in your local area now?
Website
Our Blue Sky Vision

• Online network to provide connection, resources, sharing and synergies between transition and other sustainability group across Australia
• Provision of information and resources to help groups work better in their local area and access expertise from a wide range
• A face to tell the stories of millions of hours of community effort that makes communities more resilient, sustainable and just.
• Physical locations that give a focus and resources to enable exchange of ideas
What could be?
What would be most powerful in your area?

Submit your answers at PollEv.com/TRANSITIONAUS